**ABSTRACT**

**Objectives** This study aimed to quantify the presence of psychological safety (defined as an environment 'safe for interpersonal risk taking') in critical care staff, exploring the ways in which this manifested.

**Design** Qualitative interview study incorporating a short quantitative survey.

**Setting** Three intensive care units within one National Health Service Trust in London.

**Participants** Thirty participants were recruited from all levels of seniority and roles within the multidisciplinary team. A purposive sampling technique was used, with recruitment ceasing at the point of thematic saturation.

**Interventions** Semistructured interviews explored attitudes towards psychological safety and contained a quantitative assessment measuring the climate of psychological safety present.

**Results** Twenty-eight participants agreed that it was easy to ask for help, with 20 agreeing it is safe to take a risk on the team, demonstrating a strong perception of psychological safety in this group.

Our thematic analysis highlighted areas where the context influenced an individual's psychological safety including personality, culture and leadership. Possible negative consequences of psychological safety included distraction and fatigue for the team leader. We demonstrated that speaking up can be influenced by motivations other than patient safety, such as undermining or self-promotion.

**Conclusions** Our data demonstrate reassuring levels of psychological safety within the participants studied. This allowed us to explore in depth the participant experience of working within a psychologically safe environment. We add to the current literature by uniquely demonstrating there can be negative consequences to a psychologically safe environment in the healthcare setting. We expand on the influence of context on psychological safety by developing a model, allowing leaders to identify which elements of context can be modified in order to promote speaking up. Team leaders can use these data to help foster a culture of openness, innovation and error prevention while minimising the risk of negative implications.

**INTRODUCTION**

Psychological safety was originally defined in 1990 as an employee’s ‘sense of being able to show and employ one’s self without fear of negative consequences to self-image, status or career’.

This concept has been built on by Edmondson to define its application in work teams as ‘an environment safe for interpersonal risk taking’ and is reliably described as a positive influence on team working within organisations. An environment such as this influences and helps promote employee voice, commitment to the organisation and innovation within the workplace.

The intensive care unit can be a busy, relentless and stressful working environment. Staff are required to care for the sickest population of patients within the hospital, often in rapidly changing clinical scenarios and emergencies. They also must contend with constant pressures to manage patient flow within the constraints of capacity.

Consequently, this is a good environment in which to study psychological safety, as it is
a pressurised environment that offers the scope for it to be very psychologically safe or unsafe. In this setting, an environment with high levels of psychological safety helps to facilitate all team members being able to voice potential concerns regarding patient safety, as well as proposing ideas and innovations that might improve both patient care and the management of the clinical department.

High rates of medical error are an ongoing problem in the healthcare sector, with inadequate communication contributing to a significant proportion of cases. A cross-sectional survey study comparing error, stress and teamwork in medicine and aviation found that 50% of intensive care staff reported difficulty in discussing mistakes and that error was not handled well by managers at their hospital. A similar study found that physicians and nurses perceived their working environments differently, with nurses finding it more difficult to speak up than physicians. This study also investigated the impact of a strict hierarchy on the team members, finding that most of those studied felt it was easier to speak up if a flat hierarchy was in place. If an individual feels psychologically safe within their working environment, it should follow that errors and mistakes will be identified, raised and corrected earlier, thereby minimising the risk of significant harm to patients. A psychologically safe environment should also facilitate organisational learning when system failures are discussed openly within the team rather than being quietly corrected by an individual.

This study used predominantly qualitative methodology to explore attitudes to safety and the presence of psychological safety in staff members working within the critical care environment. The subset of data we present in this paper pertains to psychological safety within this setting and how our findings may be applicable to other environments within the healthcare setting.

This study was designed to build on existing literature regarding the presence of psychological safety within the healthcare setting by exploring psychological safety at three levels within the working environment (individual, team and organisational). The influence of situational context on the perception of psychological safety was identified during an extensive literature review (completed within a body of work on psychological safety by KG as part of a PhD programme). During the analysis of papers included within this review, a pattern of situational context affecting psychological safety was identified, which has not been explored in detail within the current literature on psychological safety in healthcare. These contextual factors included having a setting conducive to speaking up and the team having common goals for patient care. We aimed to further explore the idea of situational context and how each clinical scenario may have contextual factors that can impact psychological safety.

Psychological safety is typically regarded as a positive entity, with studies reporting it to be the most important contributing factor to good teamwork. The question has been raised within the literature: can the presence of psychological safety lead to negative consequences? An environment of psychological safety (which by definition allows individuals to bring up problems and tough issues) may also facilitate behaviours that are detrimental to the organisation. A study exploring psychological safety and unethical behaviour in management undergraduates found cheating behaviour to be higher in teams with high levels of psychological safety, as this facilitated such ideas being raised. There are no similar studies in healthcare workers, with existing literature focusing on the benefits of psychological safety in the clinical environment. While we did not anticipate unethical behaviour to manifest in this participant group, we hope to contribute to our understanding of psychological safety in the healthcare setting by addressing a gap acknowledged within the existing literature, whether an environment that feels psychologically safe can have negative repercussions and what format this might take in healthcare workers.

The objectives in this study were designed to first establish the presence of psychological safety within our participant group using a quantitative survey (nested within the qualitative interview) and subsequently apply a thematic analysis technique to our qualitative interview data to identify themes and concepts regarding the materialisation and impact of a psychologically safe environment.

These three objectives were as follows:

1. Establish whether our study participants believed themselves to be working in a clinical department that was psychologically safe.
2. Explore how context influences the presence of psychological safety within the clinical environment, and what contextual factors are important at different levels within the organisation?
3. Identify any potential consequences of working in a psychologically safe environment. In particular, do any perceptions of negative consequences or experiences of psychological safety exist?

**METHODS**

Members of the multidisciplinary team working within critical care (across all levels of seniority) were recruited according to a purposive sampling technique from three critical care units within one trust in London between January and June 2019. This sampling technique ensured those participating in the study reflected the multidisciplinary team working within the critical care department. Written informed consent was obtained from participants, with provision of written materials prior to the commencement of the qualitative interviews. The study protocol is available in online supplemental file 1.

**Data collection and analysis**

In line with qualitative methodology, interview data were continuously reviewed and analysed for similarities and differences using a constant comparative technique. This technique allowed themes to be identified and explored further as part of an iterative process.

---

Participant recruitment ceased at the point of achieving thematic saturation, defined at the point at which no new codes were added to the evolving thematic framework.\textsuperscript{20,21}

Within the qualitative semistructured interview, participants were asked to complete a ‘measure of climate for psychological safety’ survey by stating their agreement with statements relating to psychological safety.\textsuperscript{2} The topic guide for these interviews was informed by a thorough literature search and refined by discussion within the research team (KG, EM and SB). This (including the survey used to assess psychological safety) can be found in online supplemental file 3.

Quantitative interview audio files were recorded and transcribed with all personal identifying information removed. These transcripts were analysed within qualitative software NVivo\textsuperscript{12} using a thematic analysis approach that followed the sequence of familiarisation with the data, subsequent construction of an initial thematic framework, indexing and sorting of the data, review of data extracts and finally data summary and display.\textsuperscript{22} Quantitative survey data assessing the presence of psychological safety were analysed using descriptive statistics within Microsoft Excel and GraphPad PRISM.

Ten per cent of the transcripts were coded by a second researcher (CL-V) and assessed for inter-rater reliability through calculation of the percentage agreement and the kappa coefficient (a statistical measure to determine the observed agreement between two raters\textsuperscript{23}). This analysis was performed within NVivo.\textsuperscript{12} Discrepancies between coders were resolved through discussion within the wider research team.

Reflexivity

For reflexivity, KG is a clinical research fellow with a background in anaesthesia and critical care, CL-V is a senior nurse educator in critical care, EM is a former NHS manager who is now an academic in organisational studies and SB is a clinical academic and consultant in intensive care; all have previous experience with the conduct and analysis of qualitative studies in a clinical environment.

This manuscript is written in accordance with the Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research (checklist.\textsuperscript{24} This can be seen in online supplemental file 3.

Patient and public involvement

No patients or public were involved in the design or implementation of this study.

RESULTS

Thirty participants across three critical care units were recruited; each completed Edmondson’s safety survey and a semistructured qualitative interview. The interviews were all conducted in person and ranged between 00:21:49 and 01:05:12 in duration (with an average length of 00:38:39). The participant sample included 11 nurses, 3 physiotherapists and 16 doctors, encompassing all levels of seniority. Thematic saturation was defined by the point at which no new codes were added to the thematic framework, and no codes or themes were further modified or added as subsequent transcripts were analysed. This was done in line with existing literature regarding qualitative methodology.\textsuperscript{20,21} Thematic saturation was achieved within the first 20 transcripts analysed, with only minor modifications made to the coding framework after this point.

Three (10%) of the transcripts were selected at random to assess inter-rater reliability. A coding comparison query was performed with two outcomes: the kappa coefficient (how likely agreement is to be due to chance) and the percentage agreement. These data can be seen within online supplemental file 4, with values for each of the theme and subthemes relating to psychological safety that were developed within the thematic framework constructed during the thematic analysis. The percentage agreement was high across all themes, with the kappa coefficient demonstrating excellent agreement (K=0.7) for eight of the themes and fair to good agreement (K=0.4–0.7) for three.

The presence of psychological safety

Our approach to exploring psychological safety within the participant group yielded a wealth of data. Within the seven statements\textsuperscript{2} used to evaluate whether they perceived a climate of psychological safety to be present, the majority of participants answered in a way that was consistent with their workplace being psychologically safe. In particular, 28 (93%) felt confident that they could ask other members of the team for help, with the same number agreeing that no one in the team would deliberately undermine them. These results are displayed in figure 1.

The influence of context on the presence of psychological safety

Once a climate of psychological safety had been identified in our participant sample by way of agreement with statements on Edmondson’s psychological safety survey, qualitative interview transcripts were further examined to understand and develop themes regarding the influence of context on psychological safety. Some key subthemes emerged from this analysis, which were relevant at different levels within the workplace. These data can be viewed in full in online supplemental file 5.

At an individual level, contextual factors that influenced psychological safety included location to speak up (this was particularly relevant if the setting was during a ward round with a large number of attendees), previous experience of speaking up and an individual’s confidence in their ability.

Other contextual factors at an individual level were the impact of their personality (as perceived by the participant) and their culture (some participants felt that their ability to raise concerns was impeded by that fact they did not find it culturally acceptable to speak up against someone more senior).
At a team level, three areas of context emerged that affected an individual’s psychological safety. This included the level of clarity regarding allocated roles within the team (this was a particularly predominant theme when discussing psychological safety within an emergency clinical scenario), presence of clear leadership and personality of other team members.

Context also had an influence at an organisational level, with factors influencing psychological safety that applied to all teams and individuals working within that environment being identified as prominent themes during the analysis. For example, environments with a stricter hierarchy were reported as creating a less psychologically safe space. The context of the culture within the organisation was also important (e.g., if speaking up was encouraged within the organisation as a whole, as opposed to just within individual teams). This was reflected when looking at the context of organisational support. The provision of alternative routes to speak up as provided by the structure within the organisation also proved to be a prominent subtheme; using alternative routes was a method used by many individuals as a way to navigate around some perceived barriers to psychological safety.

A model demonstrating how these factors can influence the context of each clinical situation requiring psychological safety was developed and is shown in figure 2.

Potential negative consequences of working in a psychologically safe environment

One area explored within the qualitative interviews was a participant’s experience of working in a psychologically safe environment. Within this, participants were asked directly if they had observed or experienced any negative consequences of psychological safety. While all participants were in agreement that the presence of psychological safety was important and generally beneficial within the critical care environment, there was an awareness from both those ‘listening to concerns’ and those ‘taking risks’ of the potential for negative consequences. This did not influence the feeling of being ‘safe to take a risk on the team’ itself as these consequences did not lead to the individual feeling unsafe or at risk of personal retribution as a result of taking a risk within the working environment. There were three key subthemes where negative consequences of psychological safety were described as arising: the impact on a clinical decision maker’s ‘bandwidth’ (defined as the energy or mental capacity to deal with a situation), that the context of the clinical situation could lead to negative consequences when all individuals were psychologically safe and that a psychologically safe environment facilitated motivations to speak up that were not always regarded as beneficial to the organisation.

These subthemes regarding the possible negative consequences to psychological safety are outlined below, with supporting quotations for each subtheme illustrated in figure 3. Further supporting qualitative data can be viewed in online supplemental file 6.

**Impact on ‘bandwidth’**

It appeared consistent across all interviews that the person who was responsible for clinical decision making (this would vary depending on the clinical scenario, staffing...
and shift times) was at risk of having an overloaded ‘bandwidth’ as a result of multiple concerns or ideas being raised.

The impact on a clinical decision makers ‘bandwidth’ had three potential consequences. First, the decision maker became at risk of fatigue, potentially leading to poorer clinical decision making. Second, an increase in the volume of concerns raised causing the decision maker to become distracted, potentially missing important clinical information or making errors. Third, participants raised the issue that the clinical workload is often significant and by having to manage a large number of concerns being raised this could subsequently reduce the time available for clinical care (eg, by making the ward round longer in duration).

**Context**

Another subtheme was the context of the clinical situation. In an emergency situation, raising concerns that were not time-critical was felt to be negative and posed a risk of distracting the clinical decision maker from the current situation. Some individuals would voice concerns to multiple senior staff members, which had the potential to cause confusion and error.

Looking at the context of each clinical scenario, an environment perceived to have a flatter hierarchy was deemed to have an effect on facilitating some of the negative aspects of psychological safety. This more level structure allowed multiple voices and opinions to be heard, risking confusion and a distortion of the original clinical plan.

**Motivation to speak up**

The perception of being in a psychologically safe environment was described as providing individuals with the assurance and confidence to speak up and be an active member of the team, even if their motivations were not to promote good clinical care or improve the organisation. Some participants observed that in others, this motivation may not have been driven by patient safety, but either to deliberately criticise or to undermine those in a more senior position. This also manifested as individuals raising issues to more than one person. In addition, individuals may use a psychologically safe environment in order to speak up and be ‘seen’ to be engaged and involved, knowing they can do this without fear of personal repercussions.

**DISCUSSION**

Broadly speaking, the participants in our study provided a positive account of their experiences and feelings of
psychological safety within the critical care environment. The experiences reported and forming peoples’ views will of course not just have been derived from their current position but will also encapsulate wider professional experience. Our data show that most participants were in agreement with statements that corresponded to high levels of psychological safety. By establishing that the participants included in this study perceived themselves to have a very good level of psychological safety, it allowed the exploration of how this manifests and what affects its presence. The strong presence of psychological safety also then allowed us to explore what the consequences of this environment might be, specifically whether any of these were negative.

Our first significant finding is the influence of situational context on psychological safety. These findings highlighted recurrent factors at the individual, team and organisational level that were specific to a healthcare setting. Understanding the role of context in every clinical scenario is important and an essential part of improving psychological safety within the clinical environment. Knowing what factors can influence the context ensures the clinical team possesses enough psychological safety to ‘take a risk’, thereby minimising the likelihood of clinical error and fostering a culture of innovation.

The model developed in this thematic analysis can assist team leaders in recognising the dynamic factors that influence the context of the situation and subsequently psychological safety within their own team. This information can be used to mitigate barriers and promote the factors that foster a culture of psychological safety.

While some factors affecting context may be fairly consistent, for example, the location and setting of the ward round and who leads it, others may vary from day to day depending on the individuals comprising the team. The nature of individuals’ different personalities, cultural backgrounds and confidence influences the context. Team leaders can acknowledge this, providing encouragement and reassurance to their team when speaking up or proposing ideas. Workload also plays a role; clinical cases have varying complexity, and the volume of cases change from day to day. These factors interact with the clinical experience of members of the team and affect how psychologically safe they may feel.

The context of each clinical scenario can be affected by team dynamics. The impact of this on psychological safety can be improved by increasing the clarity of allocated roles and responsibilities.

Consistent factors (such as location to speak up) can also be identified and modified, recognising that a large ward round may inhibit some individual’s psychological safety and consequently providing alternative routes and locations to speak up.

A second significant finding is the presence of potentially negative consequences of a psychologically safe environment. It is often assumed that psychological safety is universally beneficial and should be promoted in every situation. A recent review of psychological safety raised the question that there may be negative effects of psychological safety and have drawn attention to this as an area for future research. Our data provide evidence to corroborate this suggestion and highlight several ways in which high levels of psychological safety can have negative consequences, some of which are specific to the healthcare setting (eg, during emergency clinical scenarios) and others that are more generalisable to all workplaces (such as distraction of the team leader). These negative aspects only become prominent when a high level of psychological safety is present, as without an environment where individuals feel free to take a risk (eg, working within a psychologically safe culture that encourages speaking up to raise concerns), these negative aspects do not manifest.

These negative consequences manifested in three key subthemes within our analysis, which also allows potential solutions to be considered.

Many participants in senior positions found that they were at risk of distraction and fatigue, with their ‘bandwidth’ often becoming overloaded. This might be minimised by providing clear signposted opportunities for individuals to speak up, thereby reducing the risk of constant questioning and interruption.

There were two key areas within the subtheme of context that appeared to lead to negative consequences of psychological safety. In time-critical situations, perceived psychological safety allowed multiple opinions and ideas to be raised, taking up valuable time and risking patient safety. This may be improved by providing opportunities to contribute at a more appropriate time or by emphasising the time-critical nature of the situation.

Hierarchy also had an important influence. While a flatter hierarchy is known to promote psychological safety, conversely it may facilitate some of the negative aspects to psychological safety as demonstrated within our analysis. Many participants were in agreement that a steep hierarchy was a negative concept but also wanted clear leadership with the team. This clear leadership may be crucial in managing negative consequences of psychological safety, subsequently protecting the team leader.

The third subtheme demonstrated how a psychologically safe environment could facilitate voices and contributions with other motivations, such as undermining others and promoting oneself. It is difficult to truly ascertain an individual’s personal motivation for speaking up, but it may be worthwhile for team leaders to bear this in mind if the psychologically safe environment is allowing a team member to speak freely, and this is taking the form of criticism, or that their negative opinions are becoming problematic for the functioning of the team as a whole.

Mitigating these negative consequences is not only the responsibility of the team leader, but of those within the team, using their own ability to weigh up the context of the situation, the urgency of the concern and the workload of the senior decision maker. It is worth remembering that these negative consequences must be managed and mitigated in a way that does not interfere with the psychological safety of the working environment, for example,
the team leader clearly signposting opportunities for individuals to be an active member of the team but simultaneously minimising the risk of distraction and allowing space for decision making.

Our study has some limitations. While we achieved thematic saturation during the recruitment and analysis, it is still possible that themes regarding psychological safety within our recruitment sites were not represented. There is also the risk of participation bias; those with a proactive interest in safety and quality improvement (or conversely those who do not feel psychologically safe) may have been more willing to participate in this study.

There is scope to further explore the influence of context on psychological safety and the potential for negative consequences of a psychologically safe environment in clinical environments outside the critical care unit and within different NHS Trusts. While this study was performed within the critical care units of one large academically focused institution, the issues identified seem likely to be salient elsewhere and certainly worthy of wider exploration.

Conclusions

This study provides two unique contributions to the literature: through identifying and extending the role of situational context in psychological safety and second by introducing and expanding on the possible negative effects of a psychologically safe environment within the healthcare setting. By understanding the nuanced differences in facilitators and barriers within a particular workplace (eg, critical care within a wider model of healthcare) and how the context can change and also influence psychological safety, we may be able to develop environment specific and personalised solutions for departments to enhance the psychological safety of their workers.

While attainment of high levels of psychological safety within the team remains the goal, it is important to be aware there are negative consequences that arise as a function of being psychologically safe. By being aware of the possible negative aspects of general team psychological safety, team leaders and management can develop and institute systems in order to mitigate these while preserving an atmosphere in which people feel free to take risks and be active members of both the team and organisation as a whole.
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